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In science-prevalent Feudal Society, women were often regarded by men (even 
by themselves) as a kind of people who lacked independent personalities and had no 
consciousness of submit themselves to men’s rule; they considered it as perfectly 
justified that they should obey men’s will; they did not know what is “resist”. In a 
word, “forbearance and obedience” became their synonym. Women in early Ming 
Dynasty were under such situation. 
However, during the period of mid and late a Ming Dynasty, with the 
development of commodity economy, prosperity of culture and activeness of thought, 
feminine consciousness began to be alive. They had the consciousness of self-respect 
and making unremitting efforts to improve themselves, and they also exhibited 
various individualities through participating in economic activities. First, they had 
possessed stronger expression desire, dressed up themselves consciously, increased 
their charm than before. Second, they started to study cultural knowledge, to promote 
their literature accomplishment, and moreover wrote down what they thought and felt 
which started to take shape as their own literature, so-called “graceful literature” by 
later generations (In Ming Dynasty, especially in the period of mid and late of Ming 
Dynasty, the so-called “graceful literature reached its peak”). They owned more 
strong sense of family responsibility, to improve the quality of family life by hard 
work they participated in the wave of commercial economy and created wealth. Third, 
they perused free and happy love and strived to gain equal position with man in their 
marriage. In addition, they participated actively in outdoor activities, to enjoy the 
nature, to fulfill their life and broaden their minds as well. All above were challenges 
against: “the three cardinal guides and the five constant virtues” and “three to be 
obeyed and the four feminine virtues” in traditional men's rights society, which 
indicated the sprout of feminine consciousness and promoted of feminine position in 
the period of mid and late of Ming Dynasty. 
This paper mainly discusses different classes women’s typical example in the 
period of mid and later Ming Dynasty. From the comparative analysis of feminine 
consciousness between earlier and later period, we find that their status had improved 
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This paper can be divided into two parts, the introduction and the main body. 
The introduction first introduces the present national and foreign study condition 
of women history, and account for the train of writing thoughts﹑the definition of 
concept﹑the source of data and ways of study etc. 
The main body includes two parts. The first part discusses the expression of 
feminine consciousness in the period of mid and later Ming Dynasty. It develops from 
five aspects: self dress-up, accomplishment of cultural knowledge, consciousness of 
self – reliance, outdoor activities, and women’s view on love and marriage, Then 
arrives at the conclusion that women statuses were obviously improved in the period 
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